THE ART OF LIVING IN АPOGEE

DEDICATION

To the One who is, who was and who will always be!
To the One who creates, builds and cares, who warms and cherish,
who defends and preserves, who waters, nourishes and illuminates,
who loves, enriches and rejoices, who leads, teaches and inspires!
To the One who continues and remains faithful and unchanged –
the same One in yesterday, today and tomorrow!
Striving for perfection is embedded in each of us. It is this aspiration that makes us move
forward, to stand up after we fall, to laugh through tears ...
Imperfection is inherent only in Man and precisely for this reason: there is nothing more
charming than imperfection in Man ... Imperfection is our little student and our great teacher!
It makes us strive to be more beautiful, smarter, more knowledgeable, more powerful, more
diligent, more creative, more inspired and more perfect, but also better, more compassionate, more
loving, more understanding, more concerned, more sensual, more protective, more tender, stronger
and more complete!
Perfection is completeness without ambitions or desires. Perfection is knowledge without
faults, life without interruption, light without shadows, love without hate, faith without doubt ...
To be perfect means to be yourself in every way and to create yourself in every situation.
The perfect person brings abundance and joy to himself and others in every moment of his
existence. He knows how to listen to his body and heart, how to work with his higher mind and
intuition to make the necessary decisions at the right moment without violating a person's dignity.
Perfection is a universal professionalism - it is constantly studied, practiced and inspired in every
moment of life. The ego is the only victim of perfection, and for this reason perfection easily wins
admiration and envy.
Perfectionism, on the other hand, has always been one of the greatest shortcomings in society,
because it tends to be ruthless and deprives the "ordinary person" of any chance of expression,
including the opportunity to make mistakes and learn from them.
And are there ordinary people? We often use this definition for people who, in our opinion!,
are unsuccessful in life, who have failed and despaired, who have not achieved their personal
realization in society. Today, even the manuals for success in life teach us how to stay away from such
people, lest we accidentally "get infected" with their failure. Defining things, in one way or another,
we connect with their definitions and the measure of success of some is often their failure in the eyes
of others. Because we are this, what we believe in ...
Each of us is unique with its perfections and imperfections, ie. with his developed talents and
with the gifts and work that he is to develop and carry out. Dreams are the ones that lead us to selfrealization, and if some of us are more perfect and others more imperfect, it means that some are more
diligent in their work and others are fascinated by their dreams.
Many of us strive for Perfectionism, to the point that we are willing to make adjustments to
the most perfect things in life, trampling on someone's dream and hurting our personal feelings and
those of others. A perfectionist is this “connoisseur of perfection” who is trying to harvest the fruits of
your talents by cutting down the branches of your dreams.
This is what Jesus Christ is talking about when he says, as quoted in the Bible:
"Leave your Mother and your Father and follow me ..." That is: " Leave prejudices and false morals to
proud ambitions and Follow your Heart!", Not in the sense of "abandon your families!" Because we
are not the fruits of our parents, but their "Gardens of Dreams". And if we irresponsibly and
ungratefully think that someone is obliged to someone, then we neither grow nor mature, and we
have no choice but to gather the rotten fruits of our gloomy thoughts ... Gratitude is not an obligation,
but a vocation, recognition and revelation! It is in our honor to learn to give and receive it!
Perfect is the One who waters the „Garden of your dreams” with Love and patience,
and takes care for you to grow up and to come true together with your dreams!
To the One who wakes You up with a ray of a Sunshine and lets You sleep with the Stars!
(And in translation of Google Translator's "artificial intelligence": For Him, the Sun rises with the Sun and
dies with the Stars!)
To the One who is with You, both in joy and in trouble!
Stay with the Light and the Light will always watch over you, giving you Strength, Health and Wisdom!
Be the Light!
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